LEGAL DISCLAIMER: Any disclosure and analysis on this presentation may contain forward-looking information that involves risks and
uncertainties. Our forward-looking statements express our current expectations or forecasts of possible future results or events, including
projections of future performance, statements of management’s plans and objectives, future contracts, and forecasts of trends and other
matters. Forward-looking statements speak only as of the date of this filing, and we undertake no obligation to update or revise such
statements to reflect new circumstances or unanticipated events as they occur. You can identify these statements by the fact that they do not
relate strictly to historic or current facts and often use words such as “anticipate”, “estimate”, “expect”, “believe,” “will likely result,” “outlook,”
“project” and other words and expressions of similar meaning. No assurance can be given that the results in any forward-looking statements
will be achieved and actual results could be affected by one or more factors, which could cause them to differ materially. For these statements,
we claim the protection of the safe harbor for forward-looking statements contained in the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act.

125 ISP Lawsuits Initiated by
American Films LLC.
 Internet Service Providers

 American Films LLC, as

(ISP) are now exposed to
paying the liability created
by film pirates through
their illegal BitTorrent file
sharing.
 Estimated net total
damages for the film
copyright owner per film is
between $2o0,000 and $4
million.

the lead plaintiff, will
oversee the legal team,
plaintiff services, and the
acquisition of digital
evidence.
 American Films, Inc. will
provide all initial funding
with no out of pocket costs
for our enrolled plaintiffs.

ISP “Safe Harbor” Lawsuit.
American Films LLC has assembled all of these necessary
components to fight film piracy and pierce the ISP “safe
harbor” defense.
 Assigned Film Copyright Ownership.
 Digital Data Evidence (including “Notices”).
 Funding for a Three to Five Year Legal Battle.
 A Committed Experienced Legal Team.

American Films, Inc. Notice Generating Platform
Provides Digital Evidence for You.
 A key element to our success is the Digital Millennium

Copyright Act (DMCA) notice technology platform
provided by American Films, Inc.
 These newly generated notices will be collected on an
ongoing basis at no out of pocket to all enrolled plaintiffs .
 These notices give you the best legal standing to collect
damages against the enabling ISP.
 If you own or know someone who owns a certificate of
copyright for a full length film or television series, contact
us to learn what damages you are due.

Join as a Plaintiff/Claimant.
 On your behalf, we will seek damages for the copyright

infringement of your film.
 We will provide the needed data evidence at no out of
pocket cost to you.
 American Films will provide legal fees and court costs
at the outset, through litigation funding.
 Join our legal campaign and protect your investors and
the creative process.

Why We Fight Against Film Piracy.
 We fight for independent filmmakers across America.

Our goal is to stop the enabling destructive behavior of
the ISP and their unethical profiting from film piracy.
 American Films will invite film industry participants

to join our Advisory Board so we can all deliver this
important message against film piracy.
 As we say at American Films LLC, “Film piracy destroys

the creative process”.

Thank You.
Contact Information:
Tom Murphy
American Films LLC
Naples, FL
(508) 579-4716

